We show that a recently developed modified Darboux transformation that uses foreign auxiliary equations, can be unified with the Darboux transformation for generalized Schrödinger equations. As a consequence of this unification, we obtain explicit Darboux transformations with foreign auxiliary equations of arbitrary order.
Introduction
The Darboux transformation [1] and its generalizations provide popular methods for generating spectral problems of the Sturm-Liouville type [2] that allow for explicit solutions. Especially in Quantum Theory, the supersymmetry formalism (SUSY) involves the Darboux transformation as a solution-generating mapping, in particular for Schrödinger-type equations that, under appropriate boundary conditions, admit discrete spectra (bound states). There is a vast amount of literature on this topic. The reader may refer to [3] [4] [5] [6] and references therein. During the past decades, the Darboux transformation has been modified and extended to many linear and nonlinear equations, such as linearly generalized Schrödinger equations [7, 8] , nonlinear Schrödinger equations, the Korteweg-de-Vries equation, the sine-Gordon equation and many more, see [9, 10] for an overview. As far as linear Schrödinger equations are concerned, their Darboux transformations share a common property: the solution of an auxiliary equation needs to be obtained in order to perform the transformation. While usually this auxiliary equation must have the same form as the underlying Schrödinger equation, in a few recent studies, this restriction has been dropped [11, 12] . In the latter references, group-theoretical approaches and invariance properties of Riccati equations led to the construction of a modified Darboux transformation (called the generalized Bäcklund-Darboux transformation), the auxiliary equation of which carries a potential that is different from the potential of the Schrödinger equation to be transformed. As a consequence, the modified Darboux transformation allowed for the generation of new solvable Schrödinger equations. While the modified Darboux formalism has been studied thoroughly in [11, 12] , two particular questions that stayed open will be addressed in this note. The first question concerns the relation of the modified Darboux formalism to its conventional counterpart, and whether the two concepts can be unified. We will show that this is in fact true, if we consider both concepts as special cases of the generalized Darboux transformation that was studied in [8] . In particular, it will turn out that in the generalized context, the foreign auxiliary equation is not foreign anymore. The second question is related to the fact that in the above references, only the first-order Darboux transformation was introduced, while for the conventional case, chains and higher-order transformations are known [3] . We will be able to construct transformations of the arbitrary order for the modified Darboux formalism and discuss their properties. For the sake of completeness, the following Section 2 contains a brief review of the two Darboux formalisms. Section 3 is devoted to the unification of the formalisms and to the construction of higher-order Darboux transformations of the modified type. An example will be discussed in Section 4.
Preliminaries on Darboux transformations
We will now briefly review two Darboux transformations. The first transformation applies to generalized Schrödinger equations, while the second Darboux transformation applies to conventional Schrödinger equations, using foreign auxiliary equations. Furthermore, the first Darboux transformation has been defined for the arbitrary order, while the second one is given for the first order.
Generalized Darboux transformations.
We consider the following equation, which we will refer to as a generalized Schrödinger equation:
where the arbitrary coefficient functions f , g, the potential V 1 , and the solution Ψ depend on a single variable x. Now, let the functions u j , j = 1, . . . , n, be solutions of the auxiliary equations
for numbers λ j , j = 1, . . . , n. Then, the n-th order generalized Darboux transformation of Ψ is given by
where W (u j ),Ψ and W (u j ) denote the Wronskians of u 1 , . . . , u n , Ψ and u 1 , . . . , u n , respectively. The function Φ = D n (Ψ ) solves the generalized Schrödinger equation
if the transformed potential V 2 = V 2 (x) is given by the following expression:
In the special case n = 1, the Darboux transformation (3) and the transformed potential (5) take the following form:
The Darboux transformation for the conventional Schrödinger equation is easily recovered by letting f = 1 and g = 0.
Darboux transformations with foreign auxiliary equations. We summarize results from [11, 12] . Let Ψ be a solution of the Schrödinger equation
where both solution Ψ and potential V depend on a single variable x. For a nonzero function γ , let u be a solution of the auxiliary equation
where c is a constant that must be different from zero. Then, the Darboux transformation D(Ψ ) of Ψ is defined as
such that the function Φ = D(Ψ ) solves the Schrödinger equation
In contrast to (2), the present auxiliary equation (9) does not have the same form as the initial Schrödinger equation (8) and is therefore referred to as a foreign auxiliary equation. The Darboux transformation for the conventional Schrödinger equation is easily recovered by letting γ = 1.
Darboux transformations with foreign auxiliary equations
In the first step, we will unify the two concepts presented in the previous section. This unification enables us then to derive properties of the Darboux transformation with foreign auxiliary equation.
Unification of the two Darboux transformations.
We start by considering the Schrödinger equation (8) and the associated auxiliary equation (9) . After multiplying each of these by γ 2 , they become
It is straightforward to see that these equations are particular cases of (1) and (2) for n = 1, if the following settings are employed:
Hence, in the context of generalized Schrödinger equations, the auxiliary equation (13) is not foreign anymore, since it takes the same form as its associated Schrödinger equation (12) . Let us now verify that under the settings (14), our first-order Darboux transformation (6) and the potential (7) reduce correctly to the findings (10) and (11). This is true for (6) , as the substitution of (14) yields immediately the desired result (10) . The potential (7) simplifies as follows after setting V 2 = γ 2 U:
This is the potential U that appears in the transformed Schrödinger equation (11), which in the present case, has the form
After division by γ 2 , the Schrödinger equation (16) turns into its counterpart (11) . In particular, after the division, the potential (15) takes precisely the form displayed in (11).
Higher-order Darboux transformations. Now that the Darboux transformations for generalized Schrödinger equations and their counterpart for foreign auxiliary equations have been linked, properties of one transformation type can be transferred to the other type. In particular, higher-order transformations (3) become available, extending the first-order transformation (10) . In order to set up the higher-order case, consider the initial Schrödinger equation (12), together with a solution Ψ . Next, suppose that the functions u j , j = 1, . . . , n, solve auxiliary equations of the type (9) , that is,
for numbers λ j , j = 1, . . . , n. Note that, in contrast to (9), we have not multiplied by γ 2 , but maintained the initial form of our auxiliary equations. Now, we can define the n-th order Darboux transformation by adapting (3) via f = γ 2 :
The function Φ = D n (Ψ ) then solves the transformed Schrödinger equation (11), the potential U of which can be extracted from (5) by insertion of the settings (14) , by redefining V 2 = U and by taking into account that we have to divide by γ 2 :
This is the transformed potential in its final form. It is immediate to see that (19) simplifies correctly to its first-order case (11) if we set n = 1 and W (u j ) = u 1 .
Application to spectral problems. Darboux transformations of the type (3) are frequently applied to spectral problems in Quantum Theory, that in most cases are of the Sturm-Liouville type. Since, under certain conditions [13] , the Darboux transformation preserves the boundary conditions that belong to the Sturm-Liouville problem, isospectral partners of such problems can be generated. As an example, suppose our generalized Schrödinger equation (1) under some boundary conditions admits a discrete spectrum of energies E n and corresponding solutions Ψ n , where n is a natural number. For a first-order Darboux transformation, we choose a single auxiliary solution u 1 of (2), which then allows to generate a set of solutions Φ n to Eq. (4), maintaining the energies E n as spectral values. This is possible, because the auxiliary equation (2) is independent of the spectral values E n . Let us now compare this to our Darboux transformation with foreign auxiliary equation. Although the transformation is essentially a special case of (3), handling spectral problems is much more difficult.
In order to understand this, consider Eq. (8) in a spectral problem, that is, for V = E n − V 1 . Clearly, our auxiliary equation (9) now depends on the value E n , since it depends on V . Therefore, the auxiliary solution u must also depend on E n , and so must the transformed potential (11) . As a consequence, an auxiliary solution is not valid for all spectral values E n , as it was the case for the generalized Schrödinger equation considered above in this paragraph. In particular, the generation of isospectral partners using the Darboux transformation with foreign auxiliary equation becomes a very complicated process, as for each spectral value, the auxiliary function must be chosen appropriately.
Applications
Let us now provide examples of how the higher-order Darboux transformation (18) functions. Our first example will involve a modified Coulomb potential, while in the second example, we consider a harmonic oscillator model.
Modified Coulomb potential.
To this end, we take the following boundary-value problem on the positive half-line:
where the potential V is given by
for an integer l ≥ 0 and q < 0. Note that the problem (20), (21) has already served as an example in [12] , where the following solution set Ψ m ∈ L 2 (0, ∞) and corresponding spectral values E m were identified for a nonnegative integer m:
where L denotes the associated Laguerre polynomial [14] . It is straightforward to see that the solutions (23) fulfill our boundary conditions (20), recall that q < 0. In order to keep calculations simple, we will consider a special case given by the following settings:
which specify the ground state energy E 0 , the corresponding solution Ψ 0 and the potential V in (21)-(23), respectively:
We will now perform a second-order Darboux transformation (18) on the solution Ψ 0 . To this end, we need two solutions u 1 , u 2 to our auxiliary equations of the form (17). The function γ contained in the auxiliary equations will be defined as γ = x. The two auxiliary equations then read as follows:
for constants λ 1 and λ 2 . In contrast to the potential (21) in our initial Schrödinger equation, the potential V in (25) does not contain any inverse square term in x. We now pick the following particular solutions: We plug these auxiliary solutions u 1 , u 2 and the function Ψ 0 from (25) into our second-order Darboux transformation (18), which after some elementary calculations then takes the following explicit form
Note that this function is regular on the positive half-line, as the zeros of its denominator are complex, see Fig. 1 .
In particular, the function Φ 0 = D 2 (Ψ 0 ) fulfills the boundary conditions Φ 0 (0) = lim x→∞ Φ 0 (x) = 0, where the value at zero is to be understood in the sense of a limit, such that Φ 0 ∈ L 2 (0, ∞). Furthermore, Φ 0 is a solution to the Schrödinger equation
the potential U of which is obtained from (19) after substitution of the settings (25), (27), (28), γ = x and n = 2:
As its initial counterpart V , this potential is singular only at the origin, see Fig. 2 . In summary, we have completed a secondorder Darboux transformation, using foreign auxiliary equations.
Harmonic oscillator potential. In this example, we consider the following boundary-value problem:
where V stands for the harmonic oscillator potential
(31) Note that for the sake of simplicity, the oscillator's frequency was chosen to be one. The solutions Ψ m ∈ L 2 (R) and their spectral values E m , m ∈ N ∪ {0}, of our boundary-value problem (30), (31) are well known:
where H m stands for the Hermite polynomial of order m [14] . Now, in order to perform our Darboux transformation, we need two solutions u 1 , u 2 of the auxiliary equations, extracted from their general form (17). Choosing γ = x, we obtain
for constants λ 1 and λ 2 . It is straightforward to see that the two auxiliary equations have a form different from our initial Schrödinger equation in (30), because the latter equation does not contain any inverse-square term. In order to state the solutions of (32), let us introduce natural numbers µ j , j = 1, 2, via
This setting allows for the construction of the following solutions u j , j = 1, 2, to (32):
where L m n denotes the associated Laguerre polynomial of order n with index m [14] . Without applying our setting (33), the solutions (34) would contain (non-polynomial) Laguerre functions, causing singularities in the Darboux-transformed solutions. Now, the general form of the second-order Darboux transformation, that is, (18) for n = 2, can be given in closed form for the present case. However, since the resulting expression is very long and involved, for the sake of brevity, we restrict ourselves to the following particular cases of transformed solutions and their corresponding potentials, displayed in Figs. 3-6 . While the transformed solutions Ψ 0 , Ψ 1 correspond to a ground state and to a first excited state, their potentials are not the same, but differ slightly due to the dependence of the auxiliary solutions u 1 , u 2 on the energy E. It is immediate to see that the transformed solutions Φ j = D 2 (Ψ j ), j = 0, 1, fulfill the boundary conditions lim x→−∞ Φ j (x) = lim x→∞ Φ j (x) = 0, j = 0, 1, such that Φ j ∈ L 2 (R), j = 0, 1. 
Concluding remarks
In this note, we have shown that the Darboux transformation for Schrödinger equations with foreign auxiliary equations can be interpreted as a special case of the generalized Darboux transformation. Unification of the two concepts implies that both Darboux transformations share common properties, such as the existence and form of higher-order transformations, that we have discussed here. Examples of other properties that are shared between the two Darboux concepts, are the behavior of Green's functions or propagators. However, the study of these objects is beyond the scope of the present note, as it requires the generation of isospectral partner problems, which in the present context becomes difficult due to the problems pointed out in Section 3.
